The Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISE) at Lehigh University invites applications at all ranks for a non-tenure-track and non-tenured teaching professor position. The successful candidate must possess a Ph.D. or equivalent in industrial engineering or a related field by date of hire. The teaching duties will consist of three undergraduate- and/or graduate-level courses each semester. While the position is not tenurable, a candidate hired as a Teaching Assistant Professor may become eligible for promotion to the rank of Teaching Associate Professor upon development of an excellent record of teaching and service. Similarly, a candidate hired as a Teaching Associate Professor may develop a record worthy of promotion to the rank of Teaching Full Professor.

Applicants should apply here: Lehigh University, Industrial and Systems Engineering (academicjobsonline.org)

Inquiries may be addressed to Professor Frank E. Curtis, Search Committee Chair, frank.e.curtis@lehigh.edu.

Review of applications will begin February 1, 2024 and will continue until the position is filled, which is expected to occur by a start date of July 1, 2024. An application should include a cover letter; a curriculum vitae; a teaching statement; a statement on diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI); and names and addresses of at least three references.

Lehigh ISE currently has 20 full-time faculty members, 160 undergraduate students, and 80 graduate students, 35 of whom are Ph.D. students. The ISE faculty maintains an outstanding international reputation in a variety of areas, including data science and machine learning; mathematical optimization; stochastic models and optimization; applied operations research; quantum computing optimization; and uncertainty quantification and complex systems. Lehigh University is located in Bethlehem, PA, a vibrant and historic area. Over 800K people live in the Lehigh Valley, which is in close proximity to New York City and Philadelphia.